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Barrett Products Universal 
Racks for Suzuki’s DR650
by Paul H. Smith

It seems Australians are avid fans of Suzuki’s venerable DR650, too. 
As we investigated modifications for our upcoming ADVMoto “Lost 
for a Reason” DR650 project bike, time and again we were drawn to 
the plethora of offerings from Oz.

Barrett Products specializes in lightweight performance exhausts, 
as well as their own take on panniers and racks for a large variety 
of adventure and dual-sport bikes. While we’ll be discussing their 
exhaust in an upcoming issue, the focus of this review is their racks.

Three types of Barrett racks are available:

1. Standard pannier—for Barrett alloy panniers

2. Standard soft bag— such as Wolfman, Andy Strapz, etc.

3. Universal—for Barrett alloy panniers, soft bags and also RotopaX

For design considerations we went with their Universal racks to 
accommodate Wolfman’s soft bags and RotopaX for water. We were 
particularly interested in these racks because of their reputation as 
the toughest in the industry. “Tough” may be too light a descrip-
tor, instead we’d go with “armor”… or better yet, “roll bars!” Indeed, 
something you never hear in the same sentence are “racks” and 
“safety,” but we’d wager these Barretts could take quite a hit and still 
keep on ticking.

There’s nothing flimsy or under-engineered about them. They’re 
hand-welded from thick steel—not aluminum. And they are 
powder coated to help withstand the elements. The tradeoff is 
weight. But as we’re building a long-haul RTWer, our goals lean 
more toward safety and durability over shaving an extra pound or 
two. As we also went with Barrett’s exhaust, the weight savings still 
translated to a lighter combination than most configurations.

PROS
 Heavy-duty welds and construction

 Hand-welded steel

 Will function as bike armor

CONS
 Not for those trying to shave weight

Fitment is excellent, too, without any serious align-
ment issues. And although we had to search out some 
slightly longer metric bolts due to the setup we used, 
the end result was more of an extension to the bike’s 
frame than a bolt-on rack system. As a bonus the  
Universals also allowed adequate clearance from the 
exhaust to avoid scorching or having to rely on an  
insulator for the soft bags.

We give Barrett’s Universal racks two thumbs up—you 
simply cannot go wrong with this investment. MSRP: 
~$370 U.S. for most bikes BarrettExhausts.com.au

Mulholland Highway. These tires are stable both straight up standing on the pegs and while 
cornering on the rails. Although I knew 80/20s would have great highway manners, the real 
test was in the dirt at the ADVRider Noob Rally in Death Valley. There I opted for the 120-mile 
dirt ride to the Saline Valley hot springs and back, covering some great terrain of dirt, gravel, 
rocks, sand, and whoops. To test their total effectiveness in the dirt, I chose not to air down.

Even though they’re not knobs, the VRM-206s perform better in the dirt than typical 
80/20 tires, such as the stock Bridgestone Trail Wings. They hook up nicely on the packed 
dirt, and break loose evenly without catching. With some nice sand pits of approximately 
100 yards of 6-inch soft sand, I was able to lift the front tire out at about 15 mph and steer 
gently and easily while letting the bike dance at 20–25 mph. There was only one pucker 
moment after the howling wind blew me into a deep sand rut at speed and tossed me out 
sideways. The bike and tires responded beautifully, keeping me upright after I corrected to 
avoid a header.

At 2,500 miles now, the rear tire has some good tread left, but the front has cupping 
down to its body. Over all, I’ve been pleasantly surprised with the performance of these 
tires on both street and dry dirt, and with price point equal to that of its competitors, it 
remains high on the list for good 80/20 tires. MSRP:  Front $90.95 (3.00-21); Rear $99.95 
(4.10-18) Veerubber.co.th

PROS
 Rear tire has good tread 
life

 Heavy-duty sidewall  
construction

  Competitive price point

 Good road and dry dirt 
traction

CONS
 Front tire cupping at  
2,000 miles

 Less wear for more  
traction
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